NEW LANDS, NEW TOOLS

Homo erectus appears to have spread quickly through Africa and Asia shortly after their
emergence 1.9 million years ago. Along with their larger brain, Homo erectus developed
more sophisticated tool technologies known as the Acheulian Tool Industry, characterized by tear-drop shaped, cobble-sized artifacts with a sharp edge around their entire
circumference. The tool is known as a hand ax. Despite the name, we don’t really know
the function. It was conceivably used to cut, scrape, and pierce, and some have proposed that it was indeed a multifunctional tool. Some researchers believe the “hand
axes” are not tools at all, suggesting they are simply cores left behind and it is the
removed flakes that were used as tools. Others have proposed that hand axes may have
been thrown at large game animals. This throwing hypothesis would explain why there
are hundreds of hand axes at single sites, such as at that of Olorgesailie in Kenya. One
scenario suggests that the hand axes were thrown at game animals while they were
crossing a river that went through the area hundreds of thousands of years ago. All
but a few would end up in the river bottom, only to be discovered by archaeologists
in the 1900s.
EARLY HUNTING AND FIRE USE

By about 500,000 years ago, it is apparent the Homo erectus were hunting and controlling fire, although it isn’t clear when precisely this began. Evidence of hunting primarily comes from butchered animal bones, and evidence of fire mainly from charred
wood, ash, and burned bone in cultural context.

BOX 7.1 FIRE!
The ability to control fire is undoubtedly one of the
most significant achievements of humans. There
remains uncertainty, however, about the antiquity of
controlling fire and the reasons why people initially
began to control fire.
Estimates of the antiquity of human-controlled fires
range from about 2 million years ago at one extreme to
about 30,000 years at the other. Most archaeologists
are likely comfortable in placing the origins of humancontrolled fires in the range of a few hundred thousand
to several hundred thousand years ago. Reasons for
debate regarding how long people have been controlling fire include the difficulty of determining whether
evidence of fire associated with other human remains

was natural or cultural. This is particularly difficult in
open-air sites, where natural fires are not uncommon.
Even in enclosed sites, such as within caves, the presence of burned organic remains is not enough to rule
out burning by natural fires. Burned organic remains
could have been blown into caves, or brought into the
caves via animals (including, but not restricted to, humans) that frequent caves. Distinct fire hearths where
human control of fire is clear only become evident
within the last 30,000 years. Most of the evidence
prior to this depends on the presence of burned materials such as wood, bone, and stone, but not within a
clear and distinct human-controlled fire. The evidence
remains circumstantial.
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